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Key Topics
1) Administrative
2) CECs Intersessional
3) Risk Assessment as a Research Theme
4) ROMS-BEC webinars and workshop
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Good morning,As Steve mentioned I’m Sam Choi, CTAG rep for OC San’s Commissioners Jim and Lan, and I want to say Thank you for giving CTAG an opportunity to provide an update on what we’ve been doing during the current quarter. I’ll be providing a brief update on 4 key areas today.



Administrative

• Changes in CTAG Leadership
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Administratively, the only item that I would like to mention is that there has been several changes in CTAG leadership.  With the 3 chairs in the leadership team, Post chair, chair, and vice chair.  This year, Neil searing from San Diego County Watershed Protection Program will be serving as the post-chair, while I will be serving as CTAG, and Emily Duncan from the Los Angeles regional board has joined the leadership team as vice chair.



CECs Intersessional Outcome

1) Chemicals (45)

2) Microplastics (24)

3) Technology Transfer (1)

4) HABs (0)

5) ARBs/ARGs (0)

POTW Regulator Stormwater
Chemicals 15 10 20

Microplastics 4 10 10

Technology 
Transfer

1
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Due to COVID-19, we decided to hold the CEC intercessional virtually, although we knew that we may lose some of the interactive elements  that we would normally have when we meet in person. But, I’m happy to report that WE successfully held a virtual intersessional last month focusing on the CECs research theme.  We had full attendance during this 2 part intersessional, with the outcome of the votes shown here.  There were 5 categories proposed, of which 2 were decided that they were not appropriate for the CECS research theme, superficially HABS and ARBs/ARGs so they were removed.  I should also mention that there were subcategories to the top 3 research areas, but I will not be going over the details of those here today. There were a total of 70 votes cast across the 3 sectors, with 45 out of the 70 votes in chemicals, with the remaining 24 votes in microplastics, and 1 in technology transfer.  The table on the right shows how each sector voted overall.   The POTWs and Stormwater group’s research interests seem to align based on the vote distribution, while the regulatory group’s interested aligned closely with SCCWRP’s interest, which is not shown here but SCCWRP’s votes were evenly distributed between chemicals and microplastics. The next step will now be for SCCWRP to prepare the 20 page report to update the CEC research theme, while be ready  to review in May. After the intersessional, we had a very productive discussion on what worked well and what didn’t as this was the first time holding a virtual intersessional. We took our lessons learned from this intersessional and have reformatted how we will approach the upcoming risk assessment intersessional.  



Risk Assessment as a Research Theme

• All member agencies present

• Overall, enough interest to form committee

• SCCWRP will work with committee on 
research plan

• Will meet in 6 months to review research plan
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On February 22nd, SCCWRP and CTAG met to discusss the idea of a new research theme, called risk assessment. SCCWRP presented on the needs for a risk assessment theme, a conceptual model for environmental health risk assessment, and how this new research theme would fit with SCCWRP’s existing research themes.  Each of the CTAG Reps had an opportunity to comment and provide any feedback, and we all felt there was enough interest to move forward with creating a committee composed of CTAG reps (or someone appointed by a CTAG Rep) that will work with SCCWRP to refine the conceptual model, identify areas of emphasis to meet management needs, and develop examples of pilot projects.  The committee will meet over a period of 5-6 months where after they will reveal the various elements of the new proposed theme.  In 6 months, we hope to meet in person to reviews the deliverables prepared by the committee and SCCWRP, pending how things change with COVID-19 pandemic (something that we didecided to do from our lessons learned from the CEC interssional).  



ROMS-BEC Webinars and Workshop

• CTAG expressed interest in understanding 
approaches to uncertainty analyses

• Organizing committee: SCCWRP, SFEP, CTAG

• Webinars: March – April 2021

• Workshop: May 2021
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So I will close with an update on the ROMS-BEC modeling webinars and workshop that is still in the planning phase, and I want to mention that this is something CTAG asked SCCWRP for.  So, CTAG Reps are closely working with SCCWRP and SFEI to plan a series of educational webinars followed by a workshop that will ultimately inform CTAG and SCCWRP on what is uncertainty analysis, provide a menu of various uncertainty approaches that are out there, and during the workshop there will be an opportunity to discuss with the experts the relevance of these approach for ongoing investigations on the effects of anthropogenic nutrients on OAH and HABs in the Southern California Bight and beyond. The webinars will be held between Mrach and April (roughly around 1 webinar per week), and the workshop will be held in May, and I believe Martha will be providing you with more detail on this during your meeting this morning.And this concludes my update, thank you.
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